
On weighted sums of Uniformly 
distributed random variables  
 The “Ariely” fraudulent paper reveal a probability distribution 
totally foreign to psychologists

Introduction and Summary  

There are well known properties to sums of (independent) Uniformly distributed continuous random 
variables X1, X2, ..., Xn.  But none apparently for weighted averages, which must be rederived from 
basics (sort of first principles).  
We discuss the probability distribution of n weighted averages of  wi Xi,  Xi !"[0, 1], 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1, 
Σwi = 1.  Clearly for equal weights we get the traditional Uniform Sum Distribution —and the same 
for n large, so we focus on n =2. Of interest is the partial triangular distribution for 
w1 X1 + (1 -w1) X2.
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Derivations 

The characteristic function of aUniform Distribution in [0, 1],

χx(ω) =
sin(ω) - ⅈ cos(ω) + ⅈ

ω
. Since χw1 x(ω) = χx(w1 ω), we have



χw1 x(ω) = -
ⅈ -1 + ⅇⅈωw1

ωw1
. Allora χw1 x1+(1-w1) x2(ω) =

-1 + ⅇ-ⅈ ω (-1+w1)×-1 + ⅇⅈωw1

ω2 (-1 +w1)w1
.

Quindi the probability density function of Z =w1 X1 +w2 X2 =

f (z) =
1

2π

-∞

∞ -1 + ⅇ-ⅈ (w1-1) ω×-1 + ⅇⅈw1 ω exp(-ⅈ ω z)

(w1 - 1)w1 ω2
ⅆω

f (z) =
some sweating 7z -w18 + 7z +w1 - 18 - 1

2 (w1 - 1)w1

The Ariely Story

How did I think of the distribution?
Shu et al 2012 (commonly known as “Ariely”) has patently cooked data —Dan Ariely has even admit-
ted it and withdrew the paper.   An insurance company supposedly  asked drivers how many miles 
they drove per annum under two conditions. (In one condition is the customers answered before 
they signed some honesty statement, in the other condition the customers answered after).

You can suspect that the passage below includes cooked data at the fact that STD is 1
2

of the mean for 

a one tailed variable, which means either extreme skewness or... a Uniform or something like a 
Uniform. 
 And it is difficult for a sum of 365 or rather thin tailed variables (miles driven per day by a consumer) 
to produce such a result, owing to the relative speed of Central Limit for such a class of distribution. 

Simply, by scaling, for the annual STD to be 1
2

 the mean, daily STD must be ... 1
2

365 the mean, 

which is 8 times!

So one can smell something funny a mile away and speculate that data was generated using some-
thing like a Uniform distribution (the alternatives are the Gamma or the Lognormal with abnormally 
large variance). It is possible that people drive under a weird distribution but this is not likely.  Now 
the one who busted them, the psychologist Uri Simonohn  (who has tried to mess with me in the past 
with p values if I remember correctly) claimed that my statement was “false”, because the paper 
used a sum of 4 uniforms, showing a histogram below (left).
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So one can smell something funny a mile away and speculate that data was generated using some-
thing like a Uniform distribution (the alternatives are the Gamma or the Lognormal with abnormally 
large variance). It is possible that people drive under a weird distribution but this is not likely.  Now 
the one who busted them, the psychologist Uri Simonohn  (who has tried to mess with me in the past 
with p values if I remember correctly) claimed that my statement was “false”, because the paper 
used a sum of 4 uniforms, showing a histogram below (left).

Simonsohn' s bad histogram

Simonsohn while trying to mess with me (that is comment on my comment without letting me 
know) showed a bad histogram, one that has too many buckets to detect the flat top.  Let’s consider 
the Monte Carlo simulation below where, to the left we get the visible weighted Uniform and to the 
right the Simonsohn’s histogram — for the same data.
We can ignore cars 3 and 4 as their effect is residual.
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In[659]:= ta = Table
1

13.6 + 5.6
(13.6 RandomVariate[UniformDistribution[]] +

5.6 RandomVariate[UniformDistribution[]]), 1.6 × 104;

{Histogram[ta, 20], Histogram[ta, 13000, ChartStyle → Black]}

Out[659]=  , 

We can see that those who use canned packages, such as, Simonsohn, end up building incorrect 
histograms: as you see the one Simonsohn did does not average wide enough buckets, so the noise 
dominates the representation.

And a sum of uniforms is no way near that  (We know that a normalized uniform with 4 summands 
produces (obviously) a uniform sum distribution, which really looks like a Gaussian )

In[9]:= Plot[PDF[UniformSumDistribution[4, {0, 1}], x], {x, 0, 4}]

Out[9]=
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Furthermore, the uniform sum distribution has a ratio mean/Std (inverse Sharpe ratio/coefficient of 
variation) = 1

3 n
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In[660]:= Tablei,
1

3 i
, {i, 1, 10} // N // TableForm

Out[660]//TableForm=

1. 0.57735
2. 0.408248
3. 0.333333
4. 0.288675
5. 0.258199
6. 0.235702
7. 0.218218
8. 0.204124
9. 0.19245
10. 0.182574
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